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Investing In Others
As A Mentor

What Are The Challenges
To Managing Top
Talent?

re you ready, willing and able to
mentor others? Are you
emotionally and psychologically
prepared to invest time and effort in
helping another person? Do you have the
time, skills and freedom to devote
yourself to another person? If you
answered “yes” to one or more of these
questions, and you are ready to make a
commitment, you may be ready to begin
mentoring others.

A

A

s we close out this year and begin
the next, the economy has left us
wondering what the future will hold
for our business, leaders, & strategies.
Despite the perception that the global
economy woes would increase the talent
How Are You Managing
Top Talent?
supply, it still remains a leading
challenge facing all corporations
globally. As a matter of fact, attracting,
developing, & maintaining top talent is the
To mentor is to change a life, if only in small
number one issue facing companies of all sizes
ways. It can be applied to a variety of people,
globally.
situations and purposes. Mentoring can range
Talent is no doubt critical to business success.
from an impromptu, off-the-cuff intervention, to
Every organization aims to grow its talent in
an intense long-term relationship.
addition to widening the knowledge base of its
More and more businesses and government
employees. However, with increased competition
organizations use mentoring as a tool for
and every organization racing to secure the best
organizational growth and development, not just
talent, management of this talent is likely to
for career development. Mentoring is quickly
become even more challenging this year.
becoming a valuable tool in preparing an
Top talent management challenges / trends
organization for competitive challenges and
include:
succession planning.
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1. Outsourcing
With the continued rise of online job platforms
and market place, no doubt outsourcing is likely to
take another step. More companies are likely to
employ via an online platform which brings
together talents and opportunities.

3. What is a Mentor?
4. Attitude
5. Exceptional Leaders… Don’t Rest on Their Laurels
6. Leadership Excellence Seminar
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Continued from page one – Managing Top Talent

This will allow smooth leadership transitions,
ensuring that the best talents within the
organization are considered before searching for
leadership externally.

This will reduce the costs that organizations incur
in attempting to attract and retain talents.
Outsourcing offers a platform upon which,
organizations can access the best talent, exactly
when they need them.

6. Strategies & Human Resources
Human Resources Departments have
become increasingly vital to success.
HR must understand the overall
strategy & goals of the company and be
able to communicate the staffing /
talent needs, skills, knowledge, &
performance to all levels of the
company. By doing so, managing talent
to align their goals & progress with this
strategy will help the company keep employees
engaged, focused, and productive.

2. Development and retention of
talents
Organizations will also focus on
developing and retaining talent.
Technology plays a vital role in
ensuring that talents are developed and
retained. Technology is likely to cover
all aspects including assessing,
identifying strengths & weaknesses, and training.
Keep each person engaged and on a goal directed
path to ensure success.

There is no doubt that other challenges will arise
as we embark on the New Year. Keeping these
ideas in mind and putting together a goal oriented
action plan will help you stay ahead of the top
talent management challenges. 

3. Stakeholder involvement
Organizations are likely to bring all stakeholders
on board. Involving organization stakeholders and
employees in decisions making processes, can
help employees gain confidence and exercise their
talents for the betterment of the company. This is
crucial as it helps the organization positively gain
from its employee talent pool and puts them to use
within the organization. It ensures that the talent
within the organization is nurtured before going
out to seek new talent.

~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell
Associates, LLC. Copyright protected worldwide. All rights
reserved

Discover What Matters Most to
Your Employees and Include it
in Your Company Brand

4. Regular communication
Communication is fundamental to solving
challenges emerging in talent management.
Technology will most likely play a bigger part in
this communication. Utilize every aspect in order
to keep everyone updated on the company goals,
progress, changes, etc… Open communication
helps employees freely communicate their
progress and contribute in the talent management
plans. It ensures that the best of the employee is
brought out and that company success is
everyone’s job.

fter the employee surveys have been taken and
the results read, it’s time to understand the
results and implement them in your course of
action. This step is crucial in improving your
company’s employer brand. There are lots of
important steps that you and your company can take.

A





5. Creating a robust pipeline of leadership
Technology is likely to help in the creation of a
pool of robust future leadership by enabling
identification of leaders as they grow. Keeping
track of employee training, skills, traits,
competencies, motivators, behaviors, & values
will help identify potential within your company.

When a company stays on the same page as its
employees in terms of values, your company will
benefit from employee engagement, self-motivation,
job satisfaction, a strong work ethic and the desire to
work hard. The end result is an advantage to both the
company and employee. Both are left satisfied. 
~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates,
LLC. Copyright protected worldwide. All rights reserved.
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Incorporate your employee’s values into
your company’s strategic plan
Reward employees in accordance to their
values
Hire individuals that share the same values
as your company
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Continued from page one – Mentor

However, be aware that taking on a formal mentoring assignment
may mean occasional inconveniences and less time for other duties.
And, mentoring that causes you significant stress or loss in other
areas of your life, should be weighed carefully before you make a
commitment. Yet, if you are ready, the personal satisfaction may be
well worth your time and effort.
If you have never been a mentor before but feel you are in a unique
position and ready to become one, seek out people and resources to
help you prepare for your new role. As a mentor, you should be
adding value to a person, enriching their quality of life and, expanding
their life purpose and capabilities. As a mentor, you need to believe in
the value of your work without worrying about returned favors. If you
have, or can develop, a freely giving nature, you will likely mentor all
through your life – probably without thinking much about it. 
~ Copyright protected worldwide.Cherie Guilford, CMR Services Group, Inc.©
www.CMRServicesGroup.com

What Is A Mentor?

A

ccording to Greek legend, the goddess Athena liked to come
down to earth disguised as a man named "Mentor" so she could
advise the young son of Ulysses. (The Greek root "men" means
remembering, thinking or counseling; we still use
it in words like "mental.") Today, a mentor is an
experienced and trusted counselor, anyone who
guides and encourages another, especially
someone younger.
Mentors come in all shapes and sizes, formal and
informal. Usually your mentor is someone who
takes a personal interest in your progress, seeing
your potential and regarding you as just a bit more
capable and talented than you think you are. Not too much more, or
you'll dismiss their opinion as unrealistic. Not any less, or you'll have
nothing to strive toward.
In my own life, I've had many excellent mentors – wise bosses who
guided me and exciting clients who encouraged and inspired me to be
the best I could be. We all have mentors who don't know they are our
mentors. They are all around us as we watch and learn from what they
do and say. Many people have told me I had been their mentor the
first time we met.
Good mentors are the people who put the gas in your tank and give
you a road map to where you want to go. 
Source: Patricia Fripp, PFripp@Fripp.com, 1-800-634-3035, www.fripp.com
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Business Thoughts
Did you know that through
traditional hiring techniques there is
only 14% likelihood that the hire will
be successful?
Research shows approximately
80% of turnover is caused by bad
decisions made during the hiring
process.
You might have found the best
talent but this employee will only
dramatically increase your success
if placed in the right job.
Have you interviewed and
assessed someone who would be a
great fit with the company but
doesn’t fit the open position?
Develop a master list of potential
employees for when an appropriate
position is available.
An organization without
accountability will cease to exist. If
a business sells a product but
doesn’t hold itself accountable for
quality production, or timely
shipping, it won’t attract any
consumers.
Accountability has a chain reaction.
If one person within an organization
doesn’t hold himself/herself
accountable or are not held
accountable, it can lower the
accountability of the entire
organization.

Don't miss next month's issue.
Subscribe now!
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Silver Spring, MD 20903
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Attitude
t’s such a simple word and sometimes it sounds
very boring. Sometimes we take the word for
granted. Sometimes people say – it’s so trite to
hear the words “have a great attitude.” It only has
8 letters. But they are very powerful letters –
because when you add up the letters and the
position they are in the alphabet it
comes to 100. We need to live 100% of
our lives with a GREAT ATTITUDE.
We’ve been teaching Attitude in our
Team Building and Leadership
Seminars for the past 18 years. We
always thought we had a great attitude
however now it has risen to a whole
new level. Attitude has taken on a new
and deeper meaning with us.
Bob was recently diagnosed with a
large mass in his liver and it is
malignant. When we heard the word
Malignant – we were shocked and
devastated, until we received an email from our
very good friend Patty who instantaneously focused
our minds and hearts in a totally different direction.
“Pat, be at peace. Know that God is with you, and
with Bob. And also know that whatever Bob is
facing, you guys can overcome! A malignancy
DOES NOT HAVE TO BE AWEFUL! It can be
treated!! He can be fine. Indeed, I feel very strongly
that he will be! And I do know that one’s attitude
about a malignancy absolutely matters as to how
that person will respond to treatment.
He had a week to think about which option he
would like to choose. I asked the Doctor “what
option would he take?” and he said – “I am
different. I am 40 years younger than Bob and I
have a 21 month old Baby”. I said “Bob acts 40
years younger, and he has me?” The doctor said “I
would choose option two. I would take the heavy
duty chemo and take a risk”.

Whatever you expect with confidence will become
a reality. So if we expect Bob to have these side
effects – he will and we don’t want to bring that
into reality for Bob. He isn’t going to have any side
effects. Bob’s doctor said, “You are absolutely
right!”

I

When Bob and I were driving home he
said –“I just don’t know what to do” – I
said – you don’t have to worry about it
right now. We have several people who
will help us – don’t think about it right
now. One week later Bob announced he
was going to do Option two – the most
aggressive treatment.
Synchronicity has been happening for
us. People are calling and sending
emails – saying just the right things
when we need to hear them the most.
Bob’s Doctor – Dr. William Welches
called from the Cleveland Clinic four days before
Bob was going to begin his chemo. I had been
trying to reach him since we found out about Bob’s
liver. We played telephone tag – and Thursday was
the day we were meant to receive the word from
Dr. Welches. I told him everything that was
happening and he said you are intuitively doing
everything right. He said “you are asking the right
questions and your intuition is taking over.” We
told Dr. Welches that Bob is playing golf every
week and he said that is great.
He said, “I want you to continue to golf because
there are two things that are very important that you
do while you are going through chemo – blood
flow and oxygen and golf will help you with both.”
It was so encouraging to hear these words of
wisdom from Dr. Welches. Bob said – “OK – I will
get through this chemo.” Dr. Welches said, No Bob
– you need to unclench your fists and go in on
Tuesday with open arms. This medicine is going to
be your friend and cure you. Think of this as a
gift.” So once again – Bob’s and my attitude
shifted.

Bob’s doctor started to talk about the side effects of
each of the options. I told Bob’s doctor we don’t
want to know about the side effects. We don’t want
to focus on that. We are in the people development
business. We teach the Universal Laws to our
clients and we live our lives by the Universal Laws.
And one Universal Law is the law of Expectation.

July 3rd Bob had his first round of chemo. He had a
long and peaceful sleep the night before.
Continued on page five – Attitude
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Continued from page four – Attitude

And she is so right. When your life seems to be
falling apart – it’s easy to talk about your life
falling apart. It’s hard to get on the happy trail – but
once you are there – it’s much easier
to stay there and have much more
energy. Even if we aren’t terrific or
fabulous, when people ask us how we
are – we say we are terrific or fabulous
– because our subconscious doesn’t
know the difference and then we will
start to feel that way.

Bob was listening to soft, gentle and relaxing music
we brought and quickly fell sound
asleep.
He had not even started the chemo yet.
Rachael – Bob’s nurse woke him and
said – it’s time for lunch. Bob was
sitting in his bed with a huge smile on
his face – we were giggling and Bob
said – this is a picnic. I said we can tell
everyone we go to Georgetown
University Hospital to take a nap and
have a picnic. Then Rachael was ready
to give Bob his Chemo infusion. Bob
held both bags of chemo in his hands
and said, “Thank you God for this
wonderful gift that you are giving me to
nourish my body. Give me no more or no less – just
the right amount I need to nourish my body. I honor
this medicine.” Our friend Lainie Wrightson who is
Feng Shui Practitioner coached Bob to say this. She
said it is very important. Then Rachael came back
and said I want to talk to you about the side effects
and we said – We don’t want to hear about any side
effects. Bob isn’t going to have side effects.
Rachael said – well ok… I will give you this book
and if you have any problems – look them up in the
book and then call us. We told her about the law of
expectation. We don’t want to expect the side
effects.

So what does Bob’s liver story have to
do with Business and your
organization? Attitude is everything!
Did you know that over 50% of the
people do not like their jobs? People
are hired for their intelligence,
education, experience and expertise and they are
fired or derailed for their inability to get along with
other people. Once we identify, understand and
appreciate what each member of our team brings to
the table, then we have the power to win in every
single situation because we are able to adapt our
behavioral styles to what the situation is calling for.
Check out your co-workers attitude. Perhaps you
can help them the way Patty, Michele, Brooke, Jen,
Jennifer, Vi, Dr. Welches and so many of our
friends have done for us.
Have a great day and keep on smiling. My father
sang this song to me years ago – “When you’re
smiling, just keep on smiling – Because the whole
world smiles at you.”

So back to Attitude. What does this story have to
do with Attitude? We were with our dear friend
Brooke this past weekend. I was telling her we only
want to be around positive people right now.
Several people have been calling Bob and telling
him things he doesn’t want to hear. “Don’t be
surprised when you start to have difficult times,
chemo is so awful. I am sure you are having a
nightmare of a time with this chemo, isn’t it awful.
Aren’t you having terrible side effects?” And Bob’s
response is “No, I am not having any problems at
all.” It is so draining to hear negativity. Brooke said
“It is hard work to stay positive. It’s a big job to
keep a positive attitude.”

By the way, Bob did not have any side effects after
his first chemo treatment. He is walking faster and
longer than he has in the past three months. His
appetite is tremendous. He has a smile on his face,
he golf’s at least once a week has a milkshake
every night and if you call and ask him how he is
doing – he will respond – “Terrific!” 
Copyright © 2007-2011 all rights reserved Patricia C. Bender,
Bayley & Bender, Inc

Continued on next column –
The thing always happens that you really believe in; and the belief in a thing makes it happen.
─ Frank Lloyd Wright
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Exceptional Leaders…Don’t Rest On Their Laurels

I

n today's fast paced business world, the expression "what have you done for me lately?" is even more of an
imperative. Leaders have high expectations of employees and organizations have high expectations of leaders.

It is fine to take pride in past accomplishments. This does not mean however, that it is a reason for current
entitlement. Leaders must produce in the present and focus on the future, not past glories.
Even in retirement, high profile executives, such as Lee Iacocca and Jack Welsh, are still in the game of writing
best selling books and consulting rather than focusing on the past.
Thought Provoker
 To what degree do you focus on past glories?
 Is there anyone in your organization who is "resting on their laurels"?
 Do current stakeholders, including your boss, really care about what you
accomplished 5 years ago or 20 years ago?
 Are you keeping up with current trends, new technology and ways of thinking?
 Do you criticize others because that is not the way it was done in the past?
 What adjustments do you need to make for you to continue to be a highly valued asset to your
organization?
Exceptional Leaders take satisfaction from their past accomplishments and keep in the game creating value for
the present and the future. 
~ Copyright protected by author Bruce M. Anderson. Reprinted with permission. Thinking Partners Inc.713-882-5285

Pillars of Success. Don’t miss this book! It’s a Great Gift for your team, family, friends, or coworkers. Call Janine to order 301-439-8317 or click on the image for more information!

PILLARS OF SUCCESS
It's no secret that success is something everyone wants. The process can be a mystery and Pillars Of
Success is a book all about revealing success secrets of several of the most prosperous people in business
today.
Contributing author Pat Bender has an Awareness Is Power® process. "The more aware you are,” she
says, "the more aware you'll become.” You will learn the three important things leaders and successful
people have in common.

CLICK ON THE IMAGE FOR MORE DETAILS AND TO GET YOUR COPY TODAY!!

Click Here For
More Info

Leadership Excellence Seminar January 27-29, 2012 / May 16-18, 2012 @ Serenity
This three-day course allows you to focus on every aspect of your professional and personal life, to build on your
strengths and bring out the best in yourself and those around you. The seminar provides you with the tools to raise
your game and take the rest of the team with you! The benefits are both personal and professional:
• The SEVEN KEYS to professional and personal success • The daily Mental Laws to help you achieve your goals •
• Setting your professional and personal goals in life • Visualize, implement and achieve your goals • Learn how to
reduce stress in all areas of your life • See and develop the strengths in yourself and others •
CONTACT BAYLEY & BENDER FOR MORE INFORMATION TO BRING THIS OR ANY OTHER SEMINAR TO YOUR ORGANIZATION!

Bayley & Bender 301-439-8317 or E-mail: aip@awarenessispower.com
2024 Powder Mill Rd, Silver Spring, MD 20903 Visit Our Web Site at: www.awarenessispower.com
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